
A House Divided, June 6, 2021, St. Timothy, Burnaby 

Psalm 138; 1 Samuel 8.4-20; 11.14-15; Mark 3.20-35 

“Though I walk in the midst of trouble, you keep me safe; 

you stretch forth your hand against the fury of my enemies; your right hand shall save me.” 

Prayer 

“Though I walk in the midst of trouble, you keep me safe.” It’s hard to exaggerate the importance of 

“feeling safe”. This is a luxury that most of us enjoy, nearly all of the time. And no, our world doesn’t 

consist of roaming wild beasts or rival gangs who constantly threaten our lives. We don’t live in a time of 

warfare—at least not a time of warfare where our country is the site of armed conflict. But feeling safe 

is essential to our thriving as human beings. If our feeling safe is threatened, it takes priority over every 

other aspect of our lives. We can’t be expected to function in a “normal” way when our safety is in 

doubt. And though most of us are relatively assured of our safety, it can be a frighteningly fragile thing 

that we instinctively react strongly to protect. 

But it is not only physical threats that jeopardize our safety. We can feel unsafe just by the words that 

someone else says. By their attitude toward us. Sometimes even by the way that they look at us. And if 

we deem that threat to be legitimate, in the micro-second calculation our bodies do so efficiently, we 

jump into fight or flight mode right away. And let’s be honest, nobody wants to fight by themselves. We 

all feel more comfortable knowing that we have others backing us. That we are not fighting (or, more 

likely, defending ourselves) by ourselves. There is a group with us. The odds are simply better when we 

partner up. Form a group. A team. A gang. A family, even. And together we can withstand the onslaught 

of the adversary. And in that group, we can start to feel safe once again. 

Sometimes we are born into these groups. Sometimes we form them deliberately, pre-emptively against 

an identified foe. And sometimes we fall into them even when we don’t realize it, instinctively, often 

when we are most frightened. And it is in these groups that we act most out of character. Where we 

move from just the defensive and onto the offensive. Where our goal is not to simply preserve ourselves 

and our sense of safety, but to ensure our future safety by obliterating the enemy.  

When we are with our group, we feel safe. Strong. Secure. But when there is division in our group—in 

our family, in our church, in our community—then we know the end is coming. “A kingdom divided 

against itself cannot stand. A house that is divided cannot stand.” We know that ancient wisdom that 

Jesus used as his proof that he was not part of Satan’s team. And we can use that knowledge to help us 

as we battle our adversaries. 

If we can separate the group that threatens us and break them apart, then we can turn them against 

themselves and they will crumble. If we could remove the children from the families of those who we 

think threaten our way of life and assimilate and indoctrinate them, then, when we return those 

children to their families they will be a house divided. And that house will fall. 

This was the Indian Residential Schools of Canada from the late 1800s all the way until the last one 

closed in 1996. It was a plan born out of fear. Out of hatred. And, though it didn’t achieve its goal, it did 

manage to cause lasting damage for generations of survivors and their families. And so it is no surprise 

that the wounds have been reopened, wounds that, in many cases, hadn’t even had the chance to begin 



to heal. The discovery of 215 unmarked graves of children outside a residential school in the Kamloops 

area has caused a whole new group of people to feel threatened. To feel unsafe. 

Most of us haven’t been made to feel unsafe by the discovery at the residential school. But some of us 

may have had some other feelings. Feelings of guilt, shame, embarrassment. Shock. Grief. Surprise. And 

this may have caused some reactions in us—reactions that look very similar to the ways we react when 

we do feel as though our safety is in question. We may have felt the need to retreat to our “people”, our 

safe group, and to “defend” ourselves against these perceived “attacks”. But our feelings of guilt and 

shame when we realize the harms inflicted by our spiritual ancestors are not attacks on us. If we feel 

uncomfortable it is not because we are being persecuted. It is because we are currently, as members of 

the Anglican Church of Canada, part of a system that sought to eradicate difference. To remove 

language, culture, and even the lives of the indigenous people of what we now call Canada. 

It is natural to want to defend ourselves. To protect ourselves. It is the way that we have evolved. The 

way that we have ensured our survival for thousands of years as a species. We instantaneously identify 

threats and our allies. We are part of many groups and teams and clans because we identify “threats” 

on multiple fronts, both real and imagined. Our modern word has complicated things for us as the world 

and the people in it grow increasingly more complex—or, rather, space has been made to acknowledge 

the complexity of this world and the people in it. Once upon a time it was much easier to imagine that 

the people on “our side” were fairly uniform, homogenous, much like our adversaries were fairly 

uniform. It was easy to identify the “good guys” (us) and the “bad guys” (them). But now we realize how 

harmful those divisions often were, especially when they were along lines of gender, race, sexual 

orientation, or even religion or country. Reflecting on the past we have come to realize that there were 

times that our “team” was actually the “bad guys” though we may not have recognized it at the time. 

And that just makes things very complicated now. How do we know we are on the right side, this time?  

But it also makes finding leaders much more complicated. Once upon a time when we believed we were 

all the same and shared similar values and objectives it was easy to choose a leader: they were just the 

most upstanding version of what we all (collectively) aspired to be. We were even willing to pay the 

prices that the prophet Samuel explained to the Israelites who rejected God’s rule in favour of a king. 

We were ready to have people conscripted to battle and pay from our own labour and crops to enrich 

the king’s chosen friends if it meant we were unified and had a leader we could follow into battle. But 

our rulers have disappointed us. We’ve found that they don’t share our values. They have refused to 

admit their mistakes and learn from them. This is true of our religious and secular leaders. And now we 

seek leaders for each of our separate groups to help mobilize the people on each front—and these 

varied battle fronts just keep multiplying. And our goal of feeling “safe” seems more and more fleeting. 

So where do we find our hope? Where is the “good news” today? 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, it is in the person of Jesus. In our gospel reading we see Jesus, two thousand 

years ago who eschews the safety of the one “team” that none of his contemporaries would consider 

abandoning. Jesus turns his back on his own family. His family, we hear at the beginning and the end of 

the reading, are trying to speak to Jesus. They are concerned for his well-being (as one of their own) 

since they’ve heard he’s been saying crazy things. But they are also worried about the state of their 

family, if it can endure this threat from within. Will they be divided and unable to stand? But to the 

shocked ears of his followers, Jesus says that his security doesn’t even come from his birth family. He 



finds his safety, his peace, in the family of God, in those people who do the will of God. Those are his 

mother and his brothers and his sisters. That is where he belongs. Where all are safe. 

So the good news for us is that we can be a part of this team, of this family. And this family is strong 

enough to endure the assaults of the enemy. To withstand, even against Satan himself. Because this is 

no ordinary family. And our leader is no ordinary leader, chosen from among the people. Our leader is 

Jesus himself, who is able to, and already has, tied up the strongman that is Satan so that those who do 

the will of God might plunder the kingdom of Satan, that his kingdom here on earth might fall. Because 

with evil expelled, we will have no need to fear, no need not to feel safe, ever again.   

“Though I walk in the midst of trouble, you keep me safe; 

you stretch forth your hand against the fury of my enemies; your right hand shall save me. 

You will make good your purpose for me, O Lord; 

your steadfast love endures for ever; do not abandon the works of your hands.” Amen. 


